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IntroductionIntroduction

 Solar wind incident on lunarSolar wind incident on lunar
front sidefront side

 AbsorbedAbsorbed
 Leaves a trailing low-densityLeaves a trailing low-density

void or wakevoid or wake
 Solar wind plasma expandsSolar wind plasma expands

into wake at the flanksinto wake at the flanks
 Unique environment toUnique environment to

study plasma expansionstudy plasma expansion
processprocess

 Unique environment toUnique environment to
study steady-state, time-study steady-state, time-
stationary non-neutrality ofstationary non-neutrality of
plasmaplasma



Early View of the WakeEarly View of the Wake’’ss
NatureNature

 Explorer 35 Explorer 35 –– emphasis on emphasis on
magnetic signaturemagnetic signature

 No detailed particle distributionsNo detailed particle distributions
availableavailable

 AlfvenicAlfvenic disturbance disturbance
 SpreiterSpreiter et al. [1970] applies et al. [1970] applies

hydrodynamic model of wakehydrodynamic model of wake
 Emphasis on (M)HDEmphasis on (M)HD
 Edges defined by MHDEdges defined by MHD

tangential discontinuitytangential discontinuity
 FillFill’’s in about 5-6 Rs in about 5-6 RLL behind the behind the

moonmoon
 Trailing shock waveTrailing shock wave
 No E-fields, no break in quasi-No E-fields, no break in quasi-

neutralityneutrality

Explorer 35 B-field
behind the moon
compared with

Explorer 33
(unperturbed)

Spreiter et al., 1970



New View: Self-SimilarNew View: Self-Similar
Ion Sonic WakeIon Sonic Wake

 Based on shuttle work, plasma expansionBased on shuttle work, plasma expansion
viewed as viewed as ““kinetickinetic”” (electron scales are (electron scales are
important)important)

 SamirSamir et al. [1983] view shuttle wake as et al. [1983] view shuttle wake as
inward-propagating ion sonic disturbanceinward-propagating ion sonic disturbance

 Self-similar: A fundamental scaling to theSelf-similar: A fundamental scaling to the
plasma expansion processesplasma expansion processes

 Concept: Low mass electrons diffuse intoConcept: Low mass electrons diffuse into
plasma void ahead of ionsplasma void ahead of ions

 Break in quasi-neutrality- inward movingBreak in quasi-neutrality- inward moving
electron cloud [Crow et al., 1975]electron cloud [Crow et al., 1975]

 Cross-flank E-field developsCross-flank E-field develops
 Retards electrons & accelerates ionsRetards electrons & accelerates ions
 Ions accelerate in the form of beamIons accelerate in the form of beam
 Ion beams migrate inward at speeds nearIon beams migrate inward at speeds near

the ion sound speedthe ion sound speed
 Body of evidence from recent passagesBody of evidence from recent passages

(WIND, LP) indicates lunar wake works(WIND, LP) indicates lunar wake works
the same way!the same way!

E

Wake Flank 

Plasma Expansion into
the Void

Crow et al., 1975



WIND Encounters withWIND Encounters with
the Lunar Wakethe Lunar Wake

 1994-present1994-present
 Changed our view on theChanged our view on the

outer lunar wakeouter lunar wake
 Modern instrumentationModern instrumentation
 Plasma distributions,Plasma distributions,

plasma waves,plasma waves,
magnetometermagnetometer

 Fly in regions > 6 RL,Fly in regions > 6 RL,
through the tail of thethrough the tail of the
lunar wakelunar wake

 During orbit maneuversDuring orbit maneuvers
 Found wake to be aFound wake to be a

kinetic structurekinetic structure



WIND Particle MeasurementWIND Particle Measurement
 Both Both GSFCGSFC’’ss SWE and SWE and

UCBUCB’’ss 3DPlasma observe 3DPlasma observe
severe density severe density dropoffsdropoffs
at ~7 Rat ~7 RLL [ [OgilvieOgilvie et al., et al.,
1996; 1996; BosquedBosqued et al., et al.,
1996]1996]

 SWE detects cross-tailSWE detects cross-tail
ion beams moving at aion beams moving at a
few time the ion thermalfew time the ion thermal
speedspeed

 Ion beams: Evidence forIon beams: Evidence for
acceleration viaacceleration via
Ambipolar E-fieldAmbipolar E-field
[[OgilvieOgilvie et al., 1996] et al., 1996]

 Consistent with Consistent with SamirSamir’’ss
self-similar wake pictureself-similar wake picture

    0.1 kV     1 kV     10 kV
Counter streaming ions

Ogilvie et al., 1996

Bosqued et al., 1996



WIND Plasma WavesWIND Plasma Waves
 See enhanced ion acousticSee enhanced ion acoustic

activity in central wakeactivity in central wake
[Kellogg et al., 1996][Kellogg et al., 1996]

 Associated with mixing ofAssociated with mixing of
flank-originating ion beams inflank-originating ion beams in
central regioncentral region

 Unstable to the ion-ion beamUnstable to the ion-ion beam
instability [Farrell et al., 1997]instability [Farrell et al., 1997]

 The instability causes the ionsThe instability causes the ions
to slow/stop in the centralto slow/stop in the central
wake (removes energy fromwake (removes energy from
the beam)the beam)

 Get wake replenishment viaGet wake replenishment via
this ion beam radiationthis ion beam radiation
““brakingbraking”” effect effect

Wake

Kellogg et al., 1996

Farrell  et al., 1997



WIND Summary: ReplenishmentWIND Summary: Replenishment
of the Wakeof the Wake

 At flank, electrons drift inAt flank, electrons drift in
ahead of ionsahead of ions

 Create ambipolar E field atCreate ambipolar E field at
flanksflanks

 Ion beams from flanks moveIon beams from flanks move
into central void at 2-3 into central void at 2-3 VVtiti

 Ion-Ion beam interactionIon-Ion beam interaction
occurs in central wakeoccurs in central wake

 Via the ion-ion beamVia the ion-ion beam
instability, create electrostaticinstability, create electrostatic
tail in central regiontail in central region

 Instability ceases/destroysInstability ceases/destroys
beams and deposits ions inbeams and deposits ions in
central regioncentral region

Farrell  et al., 1997

Farrell et al, 2002



Lunar Prospector: Near-Lunar Prospector: Near-
Moon Transits of the WakeMoon Transits of the Wake

 1998-19991998-1999
 Close orbit of the moon:Close orbit of the moon:

100 km first year, 20-50100 km first year, 20-50
km last 6 monthkm last 6 month

 MAG/ER: Magnetic fieldsMAG/ER: Magnetic fields
and electrons directlyand electrons directly
measuredmeasured

 Can infer the potentialCan infer the potential
difference between wakedifference between wake
electrons and solar windelectrons and solar wind
electrons via systematicelectrons via systematic
shift in electron energyshift in electron energy
distributiondistribution

 Obtain Obtain NNee, T, Tee, U, B, U, B



LP Electron Density &LP Electron Density &
TemperatureTemperature

 Measure Measure nnee decrease by > decrease by >
two orders of magnitudetwo orders of magnitude

 Detect TDetect Tee increase by increase by
factor of ~8-10factor of ~8-10

 Magnetic field perturbationMagnetic field perturbation
consistent withconsistent with
diamagnetic currents withdiamagnetic currents with
grad(pgrad(pee) x B) x B

 All consistent with modifiedAll consistent with modified
self-similar solutionself-similar solution
[Halekas et al, 2005][Halekas et al, 2005]

[Halekas et al., 2005]

[Halekas et al., 2005]

Wake



LP PotentialLP Potential

 Measure wake potentialMeasure wake potential
as low as  -600 Vas low as  -600 V
relative to potential inrelative to potential in
solar windsolar wind

 This potential consistentThis potential consistent
with self-similar plasmawith self-similar plasma
expansion of  kappaexpansion of  kappa
electron distributionselectron distributions

 Result:  presence ofResult:  presence of
ambipolar region (likeambipolar region (like
that creating the WINDthat creating the WIND
ions)ions)

[Halekas et al., 2005]

Comparison of ΔU to self-similar model predicts
[Halekas et al., 2005]

Wake



LPLP’’s s ““Big PictureBig Picture””
 Halekas et al. [2005]Halekas et al. [2005]

combined normalizedcombined normalized
observations from overobservations from over
6000 passages6000 passages

 Huge statistical set!Huge statistical set!
 20-115 km20-115 km
 Get consistent view ofGet consistent view of

nnee, U in wake region, U in wake region
 nnee drops over factor of drops over factor of

100 compared to solar100 compared to solar
windwind

 ΔΔU typically U typically ––300 V300 V
lower than potential inlower than potential in
solar windsolar wind

[Halekas et al., 2005]

[Halekas et al., 2005]



PIC Simulations of WakePIC Simulations of Wake
Plasma ExpansionPlasma Expansion

 Numerous studies in 1D andNumerous studies in 1D and
2D [Farrell et al., 1998; Birch2D [Farrell et al., 1998; Birch
and Chapman, 2001a,b].and Chapman, 2001a,b].

 See See ““ambipolar E-fieldambipolar E-field”” region region
–– strongest near the lunar strongest near the lunar
terminatorterminator……consistent withconsistent with
LPLP’’s s ΔΔUU

 Flank emits cross-tail ionFlank emits cross-tail ion
beamsbeams

 Ion-Ion beam instabilityIon-Ion beam instability
creates an creates an ““electrostatic tailelectrostatic tail””
down the center of thedown the center of the
wakewake……just like WINDjust like WIND
observation!observation!

 Where instability saturates, theWhere instability saturates, the
beams are stopped!beams are stopped!

Farrell et al., 1998



Comparison ObservationsComparison Observations
and Simulationand Simulation

 Compare PIC code toCompare PIC code to
WIND wake passage atWIND wake passage at
~6.7 obstacle radii~6.7 obstacle radii

 Comparable densityComparable density
dropout (factor of 50)dropout (factor of 50)

 Comparable ion flowComparable ion flow
with with counterstreamingcounterstreaming
beams moving at ~ 2xbeams moving at ~ 2x
ion thermal speedion thermal speed

 Observation and Observation and SimSim
very closevery close

Wind Np

Sim Np

Wind Ion
Velocity

Sim Ion
Velocity

Farrell et al., 1998



What next?What next?  Connection of wake properties toConnection of wake properties to
its solar driver - solar stormsits solar driver - solar storms

-Example: LP-Example: LP’’s observation ofs observation of
4 4 keVkeV electron beam from lunar electron beam from lunar
surface in wake region during ansurface in wake region during an
SEP eventSEP event……suggests lunar surfacesuggests lunar surface
in low density wake charged to in low density wake charged to ––44
kV [Halekas et al., 2007].kV [Halekas et al., 2007].

 Ambipolar E-field at and nearAmbipolar E-field at and near
lunar surface lunar surface –– LP inferred its LP inferred its
presence via electrons, but directpresence via electrons, but direct
measurement in high resolutionmeasurement in high resolution
should be madeshould be made

-Nature of ambipolar E-field-Nature of ambipolar E-field
-Does it make the surface-Does it make the surface

even further negative potentialeven further negative potential
-Affect of this E-field on lunar-Affect of this E-field on lunar

dust movement at terminator anddust movement at terminator and
polar regionpolar region

Halekas et al., 2007

Moon-originating Electron beam



Wake effect on lunarWake effect on lunar
surface surface –– Dust Lifting Dust Lifting

 At terminator (wakeAt terminator (wake
origin), the near-surfaceorigin), the near-surface
electric field becomeselectric field becomes
large (and negative)!large (and negative)!

 These E-fields found toThese E-fields found to
accelerate small dust toaccelerate small dust to
> 200 m/s> 200 m/s

 May account for theMay account for the
highlyhighly accelerated dust accelerated dust
detected by Apollo 17detected by Apollo 17’’ss
LEAM instrument duringLEAM instrument during
terminator passagesterminator passages

Farrell et al., 2007



Wake From Orbit: Lunar Explorer for Elements & Hazards (LEEAH)Wake From Orbit: Lunar Explorer for Elements & Hazards (LEEAH)

CUTTING EDGE SCIENCE with PROVEN SYSTEMS

• Finalist for LRO Secondary Payload; funded Phase A
development in 2006

• High-heritage instruments and spacecraft (TRL 7-9)
from THEMIS, Lunar Prospector

• Science, operations, management teams in place;
~2.25 yr development schedule

• Low cost secondary (<$60M) or primary (<$100M)
mission options on EELV, Minotaur, Delta-II

SCIENCE
• Lunar surface charging in response to solar and

plasma environment
• Dust transport and dusty plasmas/exosphere
• Map surface composition and volatiles
• Fundamental space plasma physics and lunar-

solar interactions
EXPLORATION
• Identify resources, including H2O
• Quantify dust electrification and motion
• Correlate with environmental drivers for

prediction and mitigation

• Magnetic & Electric Fields

• Electron/ion spectra &
direction

• Ion composition

• In-situ and remote
dust analysis



Wake from the Surface:Wake from the Surface:
Lunar Emissions, ElectronsLunar Emissions, Electrons
and Dust (LEED)and Dust (LEED)

 In order to obtain the requiredIn order to obtain the required
measurements, LEED consists ofmeasurements, LEED consists of

 RF charged dust detectionRF charged dust detection
system, similar to techniquessystem, similar to techniques
used at the planets [used at the planets [GurnettGurnett,,
1983]1983]

 DC E-field system with heritageDC E-field system with heritage
from POLAR, Clusterfrom POLAR, Cluster

 Electron and Ion plasmaElectron and Ion plasma
spectrometers like those builtspectrometers like those built
for for TrianaTriana

 Patch plate to measure dustPatch plate to measure dust
adhesion on various materialsadhesion on various materials

 Integrated IDPU to obtain well-Integrated IDPU to obtain well-
correlated high rate data duringcorrelated high rate data during
the most active periodsthe most active periods

Dust detection via RF
technique using single board
radio like that flown on
CNOFS

Detection of local E-fields by
UCB system flown on many s/c
like POLAR and Cluster

Triana-like electron
plasma analyzer

The LEED science objectives include:

-Identify the processes that creates the dusty exosphere
and lifts low energy dust from the surface

-Discover the forces that accelerates the anomalous
high-energy dust reported at the terminator [Berg et al.,
1976]

-Detect the charging of astronauts and equipment in the
dusty plasma environment.



Applications of Wake ScienceApplications of Wake Science
 Basic study of plasmaBasic study of plasma

double layers like that indouble layers like that in
auroral regionauroral region……we have awe have a
standing double layer atstanding double layer at
wake flankwake flank

 Ambipolar E may be aAmbipolar E may be a
factor in lunar dust liftingfactor in lunar dust lifting
detected at terminatordetected at terminator
[Farrell et al, 2007][Farrell et al, 2007]

 Shuttle wake [Shuttle wake [TribbleTribble,,
1998] and ISS have self-1998] and ISS have self-
similar wake processsimilar wake process

 PlasmaspherePlasmasphere [Singh and [Singh and
Shrunk, 1985] and SaturnShrunk, 1985] and Saturn
torus holes refill processtorus holes refill process

Wake Density 
Void Behind Shuttle

[Tribble, 1988]

Hole in Enceladus 
Plasma Torus Decrease in fp

identifies hole

Electrostatic
noise in

central region

CASSINI Radio and 
Plasma Waves 

fp



ConclusionsConclusions
 Old View: Old View: AlfvenicAlfvenic

disturbance that fills in ~5-6disturbance that fills in ~5-6
RRLL

 New View: Ion SonicNew View: Ion Sonic
disturbance that fills ~20 Rdisturbance that fills ~20 RLL

 Kinetic action is importantKinetic action is important
 Question: What are theQuestion: What are the

near-surface E-fields nearnear-surface E-fields near
wake formation at thewake formation at the
terminator and poles?terminator and poles?

 Question: How does theQuestion: How does the
near-surface wake varynear-surface wake vary
under extreme solar windunder extreme solar wind
and/or solar stormand/or solar storm

 LP gives us a clue: ExtremeLP gives us a clue: Extreme
surface E-fields (and dustsurface E-fields (and dust
lifting?)lifting?)


